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Abstract—Recent advances in self-supervised learning have
demonstrated that it is possible to learn accurate monocular
depth reconstruction from raw video data, without using any 3D
ground truth for supervision. However, in robotics applications,
multiple views of a scene may or may not be available, depend-
ing on the actions of the robot, switching between monocular
and multi-view reconstruction. To address this mixed setting,
we proposed a new approach that extends any off-the-shelf
self-supervised monocular depth reconstruction system to use
more than one image at test time. Our method builds on a
standard prior learned to perform monocular reconstruction,
but uses self-supervision at test time to further improve the
reconstruction accuracy when multiple images are available.
When used to update the correct components of the model, this
approach is highly-effective. On the standard KITTI bench-
mark, our self-supervised method consistently outperforms
all the previous methods with an average 25% reduction in
absolute error for the three common setups (monocular, stereo
and monocular+stereo), and comes very close in accuracy when
compared to the fully-supervised state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Using images to reconstruct the 3D geometry of an
environment, for example in the form of a depth map,
has important applicators in robotics, autonomous driving,
augmented reality, scene understanding and more [3]–[7].
Since inferring depth from a single image is ill-posed,
traditional implementations use multiple views, obtained
either from a moving camera or from a multi-camera setup
(usually a stereo pair). Yet, as humans, we are able to navigate
an environment or even drive with a single eye [8]. In general,
we can perform monocular depth prediction, estimating depth
from a single 2D image.
Monocular depth prediction cannot be obtained via visual
geometry alone. Instead, the problem can only be solved by
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using a powerful prior on the possible 3D shape and appear-
ance of objects and scenes. Such a prior must necessarily be
learned from data, which explains why humans are good at
this task. However, with modern deep learning techniques,
it is now possible to learn effective 3D priors for use in
algorithms. Even more remarkably, recent self-supervised
approaches [2], [4], [9], [10] have shown that 3D priors can
be learned with no access to 3D ground-truth nor multiple
camera setups, using only videos shot from a single camera.
This avoids ad-hoc setups involving additional modalities
such as LiDARs to collect ground-truth 3D data for training.
Note that, since robots are supposed to move, they can
usually capture images of the scene from multiple viewpoints,
so it may not be obvious why monocular depth estimation is
useful in this context. An answer is that the robot often needs
to estimate geometry before moving. Furthermore, monocular
depth estimation is indifferent to other objects moving in the
scene, which breaks the rigidity assumption of multi-view
geometry. Still, there is a clear and unexplored opportunity
in developing new methods that can work in a mixed setting,
combining the benefits of monocular and multi-view depth
estimation, depending on which data becomes available to
the robot.
In this paper, we observe that, since self-supervised monoc-
ular depth estimation learns from the consistency between
subsequent video frames [4] with no need for any external
ground-truth signal, the same principle can be exploited
during inference in addition to just during training. We show
that, given an existing monocular depth prediction model
and a careful specification of which components to optimize,
we can update the relevant model parameters (weights) at
inference time through standard back-propagation. We also
show that our method can seamlessly be extended to mixed
monocular and multi-view depth estimation.
This idea allows to use the strong monocular depth
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Fig. 1. Qualitative samples from the KITTI dataset [1]. Self-supervised instance adaptation during inference consistently improves depth estimation across
different challenging scenarios. From top to bottom: input image, the baseline state-of-the-art method [2], our method and the interpolated LiDAR ground
truth.
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prediction prior learned by the model during training to
robustly interpret multiple views at test time, improving
individual depth predictions. Furthermore, this refinement
process can also be applied continually during inference,
which not only improves the run-time of the method but
also is a form of domain self-adaptation: for example, in a
driving scenario, this allows a network trained on a dataset
representative of one location to be deployed in areas which
look different, automatically fine-tuning the model.
We show empirically that our depth estimation method
significantly outperforms all other self-supervised depth
estimation baselines, without requiring any re-training, and
very nearly matches the quality of fully-supervised systems.
We also significantly outperform recent methods which
observe and aggregate information from numerous frames at
test time [11].
We also believe this idea could be further extended in
several ways. First, application of our method is optional and
can be engaged only when motion is observed, reverting back
to standard monocular depth estimation otherwise. Second,
we show that it can benefit from multiple sensors such as
stereo pairs that have also been used for self-supervision [9].
Third, it can likely be extended to many other scenarios
where self-supervision is applicable, to improve inference or
perform self-adaptation at test time.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
A. Other Sensors
From practical perspective, depth in a scene can be
estimated using additional sensors such as LiDARs or radars,
but these modalities have their own limitations: LiDARs have
problems in certain weather conditions [12], they only produce
sparse depth maps which may not be enough for far-away or
small objects and they have lower refresh rate when compared
to many other sensors (10–15Hz [13]). Similarly, radars suffer
from reflections and interference and they struggle to detect
small or slowly-moving objects [14]. Stereo vision systems are
very sensitive to precise calibration and could face problems
with misalignment of cameras following even a negligible
collision, but the main drawback is the lack of redundancy —
a moving autonomous vehicle or a robot in urban environment
cannot simply stop working if for example one of the cameras
becomes occluded by dirt, as that would be potentially very
unsafe. By uniting monocular and multi-view reconstructions
setups in a robust manner, our method can help to address
these challenges.
B. Supervised Depth
Owing to the scale ambiguity present when capturing
images with a single camera the prediction of depth from a
single image is ill-posed as the same image can result from
scenes at various scales. Early approaches to this problem
revolved around the use of geometry to extract point to point
correspondences between images and triangulating to estimate
depth [15], [16]. Through the use of deep learning solutions
to this problem have emerged which utilise additional inputs
for supervision typically in the form of LiDAR, RGB-D
cameras and stereo pairs. This allows a model to be trained
to exploit the relationship between colour images and their
corresponding depth.
Eigen et al. [17] applied multi-scale networks to refine
estimated depth maps from low spatial resolution to high
resolution depth maps independently. Xie et al. [18] used
skip-connections to fuse low resolution information dense
layers with higher resolution information sparse earlier layers
to refine predictions further. [19]–[21] apply multi-layer
deconvolutional networks to recover coarse-to-fine depth
while others rely on conditional random fields to improve
fine details [22], [23]. DORN [5] introduced space-increasing
discretization to transform depth prediction from a regression
problem to one of ordinal regression, encouraging faster
convergence and improving accuracy. Lee et al. [24] utilise
local planar guidance layers at multiple stages in the decoder
to improve performance.
C. Self-supervised Depth
Even with the use of additional sensors capturing ground
truth data is not without difficulty. LiDAR produces sparse
point clouds, using RGB-D cameras in bright environments
results in unstable depth maps and stereo setups require
precise calibration and lose accuracy quickly as distance
increases. With these problems in mind there has been
a recent interest in unsupervised methods for depth map
prediction. Early works in this area focused on using stereo
images in training such as [18] which proposed prediction
of discretized depth for novel view synthesis for VR and 3D
video applications, [20] extended this approach to continuous
values and Monodepth [9] added a left-right depth consistency
term to the loss to further improve results. This concept
was generalized to remove the need for stereo pairs and
instead predict the pose between two sequential frames in a
video during training as seen in SfMLearner [4]. Unlike the
stereo version where a scene is captured from two viewpoints
simultaneously with a sequence of frames, non-stationary
objects can move causing problems when comparing an image
to another warped to have the same viewpoint, resulting in
many methods employing another output mask to discount
these regions. [25], [26] decompose the image into rigid and
non-rigid components using flow or semantic maps to reduce
this re-projection error. In Monodepth V2 [2] this problem is
tackled using a per pixel minimum re-projection loss which
aims to exclude pixels that have become occluded frames
surrounding the current frame which would normally results
in large error which effects the average error computed for
this location.
III. METHOD
In this section, we describe the architecture of our network
and the self-supervised loss function used in training and in
inference. We then show how to update certain parameters
(weights) of a trained model dynamically at run time for each
image instance to optimize depth prediction for each specific
image instance individually.
TABLE I
THE IMPACT OF ENABLING INSTANCE ADAPTION FOR DIFFERENT NETWORK MODULES ON THE KITTI DATASET [1]. FOR EVERY CONFIGURATION, WE
RAN 10 SGD STEPS WITH LR=10−1 AND BATCHNORM UPDATES DISABLED.
Depth Encoder Depth Decoder Pose Encoder Pose Decoder Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253
baseline [2] (no instance adaptation) 0.115 0.898 4.728 0.190 0.879 0.961 0.982
whole network 0.207 3.152 8.008 0.272 0.729 0.891 0.951
X 0.099 0.797 4.513 0.179 0.901 0.963 0.982
X 0.156 1.572 6.379 0.235 0.797 0.932 0.972
X 0.115 0.905 4.863 0.193 0.877 0.959 0.981
X 0.115 0.905 4.863 0.193 0.877 0.959 0.981
X X 0.156 1.58 6.463 0.235 0.795 0.931 0.971
X X 0.097 0.788 4.464 0.178 0.905 0.964 0.982
X X 0.111 0.895 4.776 0.19 0.884 0.959 0.981
X X 0.151 1.443 6.217 0.229 0.806 0.936 0.973
X X 0.208 3.143 8.082 0.273 0.728 0.892 0.952
X X 0.115 0.905 4.863 0.193 0.877 0.959 0.981
X X X 0.113 0.912 4.804 0.191 0.881 0.958 0.981
X X X 0.212 3.319 8.183 0.276 0.725 0.887 0.948
X X X 0.154 1.561 6.374 0.233 0.802 0.932 0.971
X X X 0.199 2.927 7.811 0.266 0.741 0.898 0.955
first layer 0.111 0.884 4.811 0.191 0.881 0.959 0.981
first layer 0.115 0.905 4.863 0.193 0.877 0.959 0.981
last residual block 0.104 0.828 4.64 0.184 0.893 0.962 0.982
last residual block 0.115 0.905 4.863 0.193 0.877 0.959 0.981
first layer first layer 0.11 0.878 4.797 0.19 0.883 0.959 0.981
last residual block last residual block 0.103 0.821 4.622 0.183 0.894 0.963 0.982
A. Self-supervised Depth Estimation
In line with monocular depth estimation literature [2], [9],
[20], we formulate the depth estimation problem as novel
view synthesis, where a network Ψ produces two auxiliary
variables — a dense depth map D and a pose estimate T .
Given a pair of input images (two subsequent frames in a
video, left & right images from a stereo camera, etc.), the
auxiliary variables D,T are then used to warp one of the
images into another, enforcing visual consistency between
the warped and the other image.
More formally, and assuming two sequential images It and
It+1 as an input, the network Φ is trained to produce estimates
Dt and Tt to minimize the appearance loss between the orig-
inal It and the synthesized image Iˆt =W(It+1, Dt, Tt,K),
where W is the warping operation [27] and K is the camera
intrinsics assumed to be known. We thus have:
L(It, It+1) = αEp(It, Iˆt) + Edis(It, Iˆt) (1)
Iˆt =W(It+1;Dt, Tt,K) (2)
Dt, Tt = Ψ(I
t, It+1) (3)
where, for training, the network Ψ is optimized using the
loss function eq. (1) using the standard back-propagation, as
the whole system is fully differentiable.
Similarly to [2], the loss function consists of a photometric
loss term Ep, which is a combination combination of L1 and
SSIM [28], [29] loss, and a disparity smoothness loss Edis [9].
The photometric loss Ep also incorporates the auto-masking
term µij [2], which reduces the error when a patch becomes
occluded or where a patch is no longer visible due to camera
motion
Ep(I
t, Iˆt) =
1
N
∑
i,j
µijP (I
t
ij , Iˆ
t
ij) (4)
P (p, q) = β
1− SSIM(p, q)
2
+ (1− β) ‖p− q‖1 (5)
µij = [P (I
t
ij , Iˆ
t
ij) < P (I
t
ij , I
t+1
ij )] (6)
where [·] indicates the Iverson bracket and consistently with
the literature we set α = 1 and β = 0.85.
B. Instance Adaptation at Inference
We now introduce our main idea. Thanks to the self-
supervised formulation, the loss function eq. (1) does not
depend on any ground truth, but only on the observed images,
and can thus be used at test time to further improve the model
by minimizing the same loss function through standard back-
propagation for a defined number of steps. As a result, we
get a depth estimate which is optimized for each specific
observation instance (pair of images) individually.
Note that this does not imply training on testing data in
the usual supervised learning sense, which would of course
be invalid; the reason is that there is no ground truth or
additional supervision involved, but rather we simply perform
an additional post-processing step at inference time for each
sample. This idea is inspired by 3D human pose literature [30],
where a 3D model is fitted to 2D detections at run time.
Generalizing, we explore two basic scenarios: In the
first scenario (instance-wise), we process each temporarily
adjacent pair of images individually without any temporal
consistency between different pairs, always starting from the
same model weights obtained during the training process of
the baseline model.
In the second scenario (sequential), we exploit the fact
video frames have spatial and temporal consistency. We start
the inference for the first image in a sequence with the trained
weights as in the previous case, but we then keep updating
the model weights through out the whole video. This enables
the model to aggregate information across multiple frames
and it should also be faster as we shouldn’t have to make
as many updates for one individual frame as in the previous
case. This scenario also better reflects practical deployment in
a moving vehicle, where frames are processed in a stream as
they are captured, rather than independently in an undefined
order.
C. Components and Parameterization
Note that the method of section III-B can also be interpreted
as learning more information from a single image pair, or a
single video sequence. An obvious concern is whether this
might lead to over-fitting and poor performance. We found
empirically that this is indeed the case — our method works
well, but only provided that the adaptation is limited to the
correct subset of model parameters (see Tab. I).
Concretely, consider the current state-of-the-art monocular
depth estimation pipeline [2], shown in Fig. 2. This model
comprises four sub-networks: a depth encoder, a pose encoder,
a depth decoder and a pose decoder. When minimizing eq. (1),
we can optimize all sub-networks. However, the depth and
pose decoders can also be interpreted as parameterization of
depth and pose, expressing them as a function of correspond-
ing codes computed by the encoders. We find that updating
the encoders while keeping the decoders fixed works the best
because the system can adapt to the visual appearance of
the novel image, whilst keeping the prior knowledge about
different object types static in the decoders. This and several
other modelling choices are thoroughly assessed in section IV-
B.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
After discussing the experimental data (section IV-A),
we first optimize and ablate the various component of our
approach (section IV-B), followed by a thorough evaluation of
the the instance- and sequential-wise scenarios (sections IV-C
and IV-D).
A. Data
We evaluate our method using the standard KITTI 2015
Stereo dataset [1]. Consistently with the literature [2], [9],
[42], [43], we use the data split of Eigen et al. [17],
where for monocular setup we follow the pre-processing
of Zhou et al. [4], which removes stationary scenes which
would otherwise prove problematic for image warping based
methods. This results in 39810 images with temporally
adjacent frames for training, 4424 for validation and 697
Depth
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Fig. 2. Monocular depth estimation pipeline [2]. Modules enabled for
instance adaptation during inference marked with yellow background
for testing. In stereo and mixed monocular stereo set up, we
use the full Eigen dataset, again consistently with the prior
work. For monocular case, the method output is rescaled
using the per-image median ground truth scaling as in [2],
[4]; for the stereo case, absolute depth can be inferred directly
using the camera baseline as a scaling factor.
B. Optimal Configuration and Ablation
In order to find the optimal setting for our method, we
validate which model components to adapt (section IV-B.1),
how fast (section IV-B.2) and for how long (section IV-B.3).
We also compare our method to a simple baseline in which
depth and pose are optimized directly (section IV-B.4), which
can also be interpreted as a special case of our approach.
1) Components: As noted in section III-C, the success of
our method depends strongly on which parts of the model are
optimized. This is assessed in Tab. I. As seen in the second
row, simply updating all network parameters at inference time
makes the accuracy significantly worse than the baseline (first
line). We therefore systematically evaluate which sections of
the network can have their weights updated without causing
divergence. As described in section III-C, our network can
be split into four modules: two encoders based on a ResNet-
18 [49] architecture and two decoders — one which takes
skip connections from the depth encoder to generate a depth
prediction and the pose decoder. We also disable updates
of all Batch Normalization [50] layers, as we found that
updating BatchNorm parameters during inference also causes
divergence. We first evaluate each segment separately, then
all possible combinations and finally subsections of the most
successful network sub-components (see Tab. I). We conclude
that if only weights of the pose and the depth encoders are
updated at inference, the depth estimation accuracy improves
the most.
2) Learning Rate: At training time, the model is trained
with Adam [51] with learning rate 10−4, consistently with [2].
Adam however requires warm-up iterations, so at inference
time we use vanilla SGD and therefore choosing the correct
learning rate to update model parameters is an important
consideration, as too low rate results in little to no change,
but too high learning rate results in quick divergence. In
Tab. III we explore a range of reasonable learning rates by
taking 10 updates steps and observing the overall accuracy,
and we conclude that the learning rate of 0.1 is the best as
it results in the most significant improvement in results.
3) Number of Optimization Steps: The next natural ques-
tion is how long we can update network parameters to
improve performance while being time-efficient and not
causing divergence. Tab. IV shows that with learning rate
0.1 we can see the that even a low number of steps allows
us to still benefit and therefore taking 50 steps results in
a good balance between time efficiency and performance
improvement.
4) Direct Optimization: Instead of optimizing the weights
of the network, we can also consider a “naive” approach by
optimizing the networks outputs directly. Namely, we take
the depth map and pose outputs and optimise them by taking
TABLE II
DEPTH ESTIMATION ACCURACY ON THE KITTI DATASET [1] USING THE EIGEN SPLIT [17]
Method Train Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253
Eigen [17] D 0.203 1.548 6.307 0.282 0.702 0.890 0.890
Liu [23] D 0.201 1.584 6.471 0.273 0.680 0.898 0.967
Klodt [31] D*M 0.166 1.490 5.998 — 0.778 0.919 0.966
AdaDepth [32] D* 0.167 1.257 5.578 0.237 0.771 0.922 0.971
Kuznietsov [21] DS 0.113 0.741 4.621 0.189 0.862 0.960 0.986
DVSO [33] D*S 0.097 0.734 4.442 0.187 0.888 0.958 0.980
SVSM FT [34] DS 0.094 0.626 4.252 0.177 0.891 0.965 0.984
Guo [35] DS 0.096 0.641 4.095 0.168 0.892 0.967 0.986
DORN [5] D 0.072 0.307 2.727 0.120 0.932 0.984 0.994
Zhou [4]† M 0.183 1.595 6.709 0.270 0.734 0.902 0.959
Yang [36] M 0.182 1.481 6.501 0.267 0.725 0.906 0.963
Mahjourian [37] M 0.163 1.240 6.220 0.250 0.762 0.916 0.968
GeoNet [26]† M 0.149 1.060 5.567 0.226 0.796 0.935 0.975
DDVO [38] M 0.151 1.257 5.583 0.228 0.810 0.936 0.974
DF-Net [39] M 0.150 1.124 5.507 0.223 0.806 0.933 0.973
LEGO [40] M 0.162 1.352 6.276 0.252 — — —
Ranjan [41] M 0.148 1.149 5.464 0.226 0.815 0.935 0.973
EPC++ [42] M 0.141 1.029 5.350 0.216 0.816 0.941 0.976
Struct2depth ‘(M)’ [43] M 0.141 1.026 5.291 0.215 0.816 0.945 0.979
Monodepth V2 [2] M 0.115 0.903 4.863 0.193 0.877 0.959 0.981
Monodepth V2 [2] (1024 × 320) M 0.115 0.882 4.701 0.190 0.879 0.961 0.982
Patil et al. [11] M 0.111 0.821 4.65 0.187 0.883 0.961 0.982
ours M 0.089 0.747 4.275 0.173 0.912 0.964 0.982
ours (1024×320) M 0.089 0.756 4.228 0.170 0.917 0.967 0.983
Garg [20]† S 0.152 1.226 5.849 0.246 0.784 0.921 0.967
Monodepth R50 [9]† S 0.133 1.142 5.533 0.230 0.830 0.936 0.970
StrAT [44] S 0.128 1.019 5.403 0.227 0.827 0.935 0.971
3Net (R50) [45] S 0.129 0.996 5.281 0.223 0.831 0.939 0.974
3Net (VGG) [45] S 0.119 1.201 5.888 0.208 0.844 0.941 0.978
SuperDepth+pp [46] (1024×382) S 0.112 0.875 4.958 0.207 0.852 0.947 0.977
Monodepth V2 [2] S 0.109 0.873 4.960 0.209 0.864 0.948 0.975
Monodepth V2 [2] (1024 × 320) S 0.107 0.849 4.764 0.201 0.874 0.953 0.977
ours S 0.076 0.691 4.264 0.182 0.916 0.958 0.976
ours (1024×320) S 0.075 0.683 4.186 0.179 0.918 0.960 0.978
UnDeepVO [47] MS 0.183 1.730 6.57 0.268 — — -
Zhan FullNYU [48] D*MS 0.135 1.132 5.585 0.229 0.820 0.933 0.971
EPC++ [42] MS 0.128 0.935 5.011 0.209 0.831 0.945 0.979
monodepth [2] MS 0.106 0.818 4.750 0.196 0.874 0.957 0.979
monodepth [2] (1024 × 320) MS 0.106 0.806 4.630 0.193 0.876 0.958 0.980
ours MS 0.074 0.636 4.082 0.168 0.924 0.966 0.982
ours (1024×320) MS 0.076 0.638 4.044 0.166 0.925 0.967 0.982
Legend
D — Depth supervision
D* — Auxiliary depth supervision
S — Self-supervised stereo
M — Self-supervised mono
† — Newer results from GitHub
+ pp — With post-processing
For red metrics, the lower is
better; for blue metrics, the higher
is better.
Best results in each category
are in bold; second-best underlined
TABLE III
INSTANCE ADAPTATION LEARNING RATE ABLATION
Learning Rate Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253
baseline 0.115 0.905 4.863 0.193 0.877 0.959 0.981
10−5 0.115 0.905 4.863 0.193 0.877 0.959 0.981
10−4 0.114 0.904 4.861 0.193 0.878 0.959 0.981
10−3 0.113 0.897 4.842 0.192 0.879 0.96 0.981
10−2 0.107 0.852 4.719 0.186 0.889 0.961 0.981
10−1 0.097 0.774 4.455 0.178 0.904 0.964 0.982
1 0.279 2.763 8.577 0.384 0.563 0.78 0.894
10 0.451 5.596 12.153 0.591 0.314 0.57 0.768
TABLE IV
NUMBER OF OPTIMIZATION STEPS ABLATION
Steps Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253 Seconds per Image
Initial 0.115 0.905 4.863 0.193 0.877 0.959 0.981 0.022
5 0.102 0.806 4.566 0.182 0.897 0.962 0.982 0.291
10 0.097 0.788 4.464 0.178 0.905 0.964 0.982 0.544
25 0.091 0.752 4.331 0.174 0.911 0.964 0.982 1.21
50 0.089 0.742 4.263 0.172 0.913 0.964 0.982 2.354
75 0.088 0.735 4.226 0.171 0.914 0.965 0.982 3.551
100 0.086 0.723 4.22 0.17 0.916 0.965 0.982 4.626
150 0.089 0.759 4.219 0.174 0.91 0.962 0.98 6.943
200 0.09 0.786 4.241 0.176 0.908 0.961 0.98 9.355
the loss function eq. (1) and using the gradients to update
the depth map and the pose estimate directly. As we show
in Tab. V, this naive approach does not improve the baseline.
Optimizing only the depth map and not the pose prediction
performed similarly poor (results not shown for brevity).
TABLE V
ABLATION: DIRECT DEPTH OPTIMIZATION
Learning Rate Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253
10−4 0.115 0.885 4.705 0.19 0.879 0.961 0.982
10−2 0.115 0.885 4.705 0.19 0.879 0.961 0.982
1 0.115 0.884 4.7 0.19 0.879 0.961 0.982
10 0.114 0.878 4.677 0.189 0.88 0.962 0.982
C. Instance-wise Inference
In the instance-wise strategy, weights are modified in-
dividually for each image, without any information from
previously observed frames. Resetting weights after adapting
to an instance can be beneficial as it removes the possibility
of overfitting a sequence very different to generally observed
scenes, but may result in lack of temporal consistency. In this
experiment, for each image we start by taking the weights
obtained by training the baseline method [2] on the training
split and we take 50 steps of SGD with learning rate 0.1.
Our method consistently beats all the previous methods (see
Tab. II) by a significant margin. We also present results in
higher resolution as [2], [46] show this can result in greater
performance, and for our method this in some cases improves
accuracy even further.
TABLE VI
QUALITATIVE RESULTS ON THE KITTI TEST SET. THE ODOMETRY SPLIT CONSIST OF IMAGE SEQUENCES OF APPROX. 1000 FRAMES
data split strategy Steps LR Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253 time [s]
Eigen [17] baseline [2] — — 0.115 0.903 4.863 0.193 0.877 0.959 0.981 0.022
Patil et al. [11] — — 0.111 0.821 4.65 0.187 0.883 0.961 0.982 —
ours (instance-wise) 50 0.1 0.089 0.747 4.275 0.173 0.912 0.964 0.982 2.354
ours (sequence-wise) 5 0.1 0.105 0.896 4.707 0.186 0.895 0.960 0.981 0.291
Odometry baseline [2] — — 0.147 1.090 5.171 0.219 0.805 0.942 0.978 0.022
ours (instance-wise) 50 0.01 0.116 0.895 4.289 0.181 0.772 0.867 0.893 2.354
ours (sequence-wise) 5 0.01 0.113 0.887 4.454 0.186 0.874 0.956 0.981 0.291
Using our method, we can also continue to learn on
instances of stereo image pairs — in this case we only opti-
mize the depth encoder as pose differences between images
are from a known camera baseline. We again consistently
outperform all the previous results by a significant margin,
and despite being a self-supervised method trained without
any ground truth, we come close to DORN [5], the the state-
of-the-art fully-supervised depth estimation method.
Combining stereo and monocular data in training is also a
popular strategy employed in [2], [42], [47]. In this case we
warp the stereo pairs using the known baseline and a pose
network is used for temporally adjacent pairs, the method
therefore utilizes both monocular temporally adjacent frames
and stereo pairs in training and instance-wise adaption. Our
method also shows significant improvement, demonstrating
robustness of our method to improve with various types of
instance data (see Tab. II — bottom section).
D. Sequential Inference
In the sequential strategy, we again start by taking the
weights obtained by training the baseline method [2] on the
training split for the first frame in the video sequence, but
then we keep updating the weights using only 5 steps for
each subsequent frame throughout the whole sequence. We
again evaluate on the Eigen split [17], but because the split
contains only short sequences and we want to test robustness
of this approach for long sequences, we also evaluate on the
KITTI Odometry test split [1], which contains 11 sequences
between 491 and 4981 frames in length.
We observe that for both sets, the sequential strategy
also consistently improves over the baseline, performing
approximately at par with the instance-wise strategy, but
being 10 times faster (see Tab. VI). The experiment also
shows that even for long video sequences, the model still
performs well and does not diverge (see Fig. 3), despite the
fact it had already made thousands of self-supervised updates
to the baseline model (e.g. for a video of 4481 frames, the
method makes 4980 × 5 = 24, 900 updates, so one needs
to ask whether the model parameters wouldn’t “drift away”
after so many steps).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced instance adaptation for self-
supervised depth estimation methods. The instance adaptation
allows us to update certain parameters of a trained model
dynamically during inference, improving the depth estimate
for image instance individually.
Our self-supervised method consistently outperforms all
the previous methods by a significant margin for all three
common setups (monocular, stereo and monocular+stereo),
and comes very close in accuracy when compared to the
fully-supervised state-of-the-art methods. Additionally, we
presented the sequential improvement for our method, which
is equally accurate but is 10 times faster than the instance-
wise approach.
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